This paper shows that expert architects can effectively develop ideas without sketching during early conceptual designing. We analyzed design protocols of six expert architects working on two different design problems under two different conditions, one in which they were blindfolded and one in which they were sketching. Architects developed design ideas efficiently when they were blindfolded, as opposed to the common view that they would better develop ideas with sketching.
Mental Imagery in Design
Use of mental imagery is a key process in problem solving, creativity, artistic output, and many other types of human activity and interaction. What makes its use crucial is that it is an internal and fundamental mental activity that is consciously or subconsciously used during the creative process. Internal processes (such as perception, interpretation, imagination and recall) are used interactively with what occurs "outside" the mind (such as bodily movement, modeling and sketching). Internal representations refer to imagery, constructed by mental visualization and synthesis, while exterproduct models.
In the early phases of the design process, architects begin with reading the design brief and understanding the problem. They usually visit the prospective site, meet clients, and negotiate the requirements of the brief [20] nal representations refer to sketches, computer drawings/models, and 21]. This initial period of conceptual designing can be lengthy, without even touching pen to paper, that is, without the need to externalize the ideas. Thus, before and after designers start to draw, the thinking process typically occurs throughout their daily routine as well; some architects' design ideas come when they are not concentrating on their project [22] . This thinking is of a visual type [1] , not in the sense of "seeing", but a mechanism resembling perception [17, 24] . Thus, designing occurs not only when designers sketch, but evolves through the timeline of an internal design activity. This process can be referred to as the use of mental imagery in designing, which occurs naturally to designers, whether consciously or subconsciously, and plays an important role in designing.
Ferguson [8] described designing without drawings as the "The artisan's way": "The product is drawn only in an artisan's mind and worked out directly in suitable materials … First the ideas exist, where the idea could be a clear vision or a glimpse of a possibility. If the idea is in the head of an artisan, he can make the model of the idea directly… or he might make a sketch of an idea on paper in order to keep in mind the shape and the configuration of components" (p. 3-4).
This view maintains that the ideas are the basis of conceptual design activity, whether they are drawn as they come into mind or not drawn. Ferguson [8] considered design as invention and reported anecdotal evidence on how creative engineers solved technical problems by using their mental representations. In this literature, the role of the mind's eye was described in terms of the use of tacit knowledge. Tacit knowledge is referred to as the knowledge of how objects would behave in the physical world, our judgments of relative speed, dynamic relationships between objects, knowledge about the use of the right material and so on. Some anecdotes on the use of imagery in Ferguson's book refer to imagery as dynamic scenes wherein objects were animated for resolving a functional problem, while some of the anecdotes refer to a subjective experience of seeing the product or the solution. In the same vein Weisberg [32] presented anecdotes about scientists in various disciplines who had used their mental imagery for creative inventions. Other examples are often quoted of major architects, such as Frank Lloyd Wright, who could conceive of, and develop a design entirely using imagery with an external representation of the design only being produced at the end of the process [29] .
Anecdotal views of engineering design, architectural design and of other creative processes put considerable emphasis on the role of imagery. In many of these imagery has been used in solving design problems or for aiding inventions. The tacit knowledge of the professionals could extend
